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Abstract: The mononegaviral family Filoviridae has eight members assigned to three genera and
seven species. Until now, genus and species demarcation were based on arbitrarily chosen filovirus
genome sequence divergence values (≈50% for genera, ≈30% for species) and arbitrarily chosen
phenotypic virus or virion characteristics. Here we report filovirus genome sequence-based taxon
demarcation criteria using the publicly accessible PAirwise Sequencing Comparison (PASC) tool
of the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (Bethesda, MD, USA). Comparison of all
available filovirus genomes in GenBank using PASC revealed optimal genus demarcation at the
55–58% sequence diversity threshold range for genera and at the 23–36% sequence diversity threshold
range for species. Because these thresholds do not change the current official filovirus classification,
these values are now implemented as filovirus taxon demarcation criteria that may solely be used
for filovirus classification in case additional data are absent. A near-complete, coding-complete,
or complete filovirus genome sequence will now be required to allow official classification of any
novel “filovirus.” Classification of filoviruses into existing taxa or determining the need for novel taxa
is now straightforward and could even become automated using a presented algorithm/flowchart
rooted in RefSeq (type) sequences.
Keywords: cuevavirus; Ebola; ebolavirus; Filoviridae; filovirus; marburgvirus; Mononegavirales;
virus taxonomy; virus classification; ICTV
1. Introduction
The family Filoviridae, one of eight families in the order Mononegavirales [1], has eight members
assigned to seven species included in three genera (Table 1) [2–4].
Table 1. Official filovirus taxonomy endorsed by the 2015–2017 International Committee on Taxonomy
of Viruses (ICTV) Filoviridae Study Group and accepted by the ICTV.





Virus 1: Marburg virus (MARV)
Virus 2: Ravn virus (RAVV)
Genus Ebolavirus
Species Bundibugyo ebolavirus
Virus: Bundibugyo virus (BDBV)
Species Reston ebolavirus
Virus: Reston virus (RESTV)
Species Sudan ebolavirus
Virus: Sudan virus (SUDV)
Species Taï Forest ebolavirus
Virus: Taï Forest virus (TAFV)
Species Zaire ebolavirus
Virus: Ebola virus (EBOV)
Genus Cuevavirus
Species Lloviu cuevavirus
Virus: Lloviu virus (LLOV)
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Traditionally, the eight currently recognized filoviruses have been classified using phenotypic
characteristics of virions and/or partial filovirus genome sequences [5–7]. Sequence-based filovirus
taxon demarcation criteria (nucleotide and amino acid sequence identity values and/or phylogenies)
were officially introduced as additional demarcation criteria in 2000 [8] and further refined thereafter [9].
Yet, true filovirus genome sequence-based taxon demarcation was only introduced in 2011. At that
time, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) Filoviridae Study Group decided
arbitrarily that marburgvirus genomes differ from ebolavirus genomes by ≥50% and that ebolavirus
species are differentiated on the basis of glycoprotein (GP) gene sequence differences (≥30%) or genome
sequence differences (≥30%) [3]. These values were used to develop a decision algorithm/flowchart
for filovirus taxon assignment that could guide filovirus classification [10]. In 2012, two pairwise
sequence comparison methods, PAirwise Sequence Comparison (PASC) and DivErsity pArtitioning
by hieRarchical Clustering (DEmARC), confirmed that the then official filovirus taxonomy (identical
to the current one shown in Table 1) is justified, but that the 50% and 30% values ought to be
adjusted objectively based on the PASC and/or DEmARC results [11,12]. Both analyses were based
on the available ≈50 near-complete, coding-complete or complete filovirus genomes (see [13,14] for
nomenclature) in the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI, Bethesda, MD, USA)
GenBank database. Yet, at the time it was unclear whether the ICTV would accept classification of
viruses based on sequence analysis alone.
In 2017, the ICTV members reached a consensus together with other experts that “the development
of a robust framework for sequence-based virus taxonomy is indispensable for the comprehensive
characterization of the global virome” [15]. Under proper oversight by, for instance, ICTV Study
Groups, virus classification criteria can now be based on measurable objective criteria inferable only
from viral genome sequence data. Thus, using automatic classification algorithms is possible.
The number of GenBank-deposited near-complete, coding-complete, and complete filovirus
genome sequences has increased substantially in recent years (from the ≈50 in 2012 to ≈1400 at the
time of writing in 2017). We analyzed these sequences using PASC, a method that can be easily used
by any scientist using an open-access software platform [16–18]. We created inferred objective filovirus
taxon demarcation criteria and updated the algorithm/flowchart for filovirus taxon assignment using
the recently decided type filovirus sequences (NCBI RefSeq database sequences) [10] as starting points.
2. Materials and Methods
All 1404 near-complete, coding-complete, or complete filovirus genomes available from GenBank
(NCBI, Bethesda, MD, USA) on 04/16/2017 were downloaded from the NCBI viral genomes
resource [19]. Redundant filovirus genome sequences (here defined as sequences with PASC identities
>99.5%) were removed, leaving 112 filovirus genome sequences for further analysis [20]. PASC analysis
was performed with those 112 genome sequences as previously described [18] using the open-access
PASC tool (NCBI). The new taxon demarcation algorithm/flowchart was developed based on the
previously developed chart presented in [10] using type filoviruses [4] and type filovirus genome
sequences (RefSeq, NCBI) [10].
3. Results
PASC analysis of 112 filovirus near-complete, coding-complete, or complete genome sequences
revealed clear clustering into three higher ranks (genera), with two of those genera including single
species and one genus including five species (visualized in Figure 1).
Unblinding of input sequences revealed the three genera and seven species to correspond to those
already established and depicted in Table 1, raising confidence in PASC as a method to adequately
recreate current knowledge on filovirus diversity. However, the analysis indicated an ideal genus
demarcation threshold range of 55–58% sequence divergence rather than the currently used 50%
threshold and an ideal species demarcation threshold range of 23–36% rather than the currently used
30% threshold.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) PAirwise 
Sequence Comparison (PASC) tool result after comparing 112 distinct near-complete, coding-
complete or complete filovirus genome sequences. Brown bars represent genome pairs assigned to 
(three) different genera; yellow bars represent genome pairs assigned to (seven) separate species; and 
green bars represent genome pairs assigned to the same species. BLAST: Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool. 
Unblinding of input sequences revealed the three genera and seven species to correspond to 
those already established and depicted in Table 1, raising confidence in PASC as a method to 
adequately recreate current knowledge on filovirus diversity. However, the analysis indicated an 
ideal genus demarcation threshold range of 55–58% sequence divergence rather than the currently used 
50% threshold and an ideal species demarcation threshold range of 23–36% rather than the currently 
used 30% threshold. 
4. Discussion 
Using the new filovirus taxon demarcation criteria established here using PASC, the earliest 
discovered filovirus (Marburg virus; MARV) as the type virus for the family Filoviridae [4], the RefSeq 
MARV genome sequence as the MARV type sequence, and the remaining filovirus RefSeq genome 
sequences as additional anchor points, we created a filovirus classification decision matrix in form of 
an algorithm/flowchart (Figure 2). Using the NCBI PASC tool and Figure 2, any user can now quickly 
assess whether a novel filovirus sequence of interest represents a filovirus already classified in one 
of the established filovirus taxa or whether establishment of a new taxon/new taxa may be necessary. 
PASC requires at least near-complete or coding-complete genome input sequences. Therefore, the 
ICTV Filoviridae Study Group decided that moving forward, at least a coding-complete filovirus 
genome sequence will be minimally required for filovirus classification into novel filovirus taxa. Partial 
filovirus-like nucleic acids, for instance, those recently discovered in Chinese bats [21,22], may point 
towards the existence of novel filoviruses but will not suffice for official recognition of novel filoviruses 
or establishment of novel filovirus taxa. The Study Group recommends that such sequences be 
referred to as “filovirus-like sequences” and not as “filoviruses.” Likewise, a virus for which a partial 
filovirus-like sequence information exists ought to be referred to as a “putative filovirus” until at least 
coding-complete genome sequence information is available.  
Importantly, PASC analysis followed by use of the algorithm/flowchart (Figure 2) alone does 
not constitute official classification, and the Study Group sees PASC results as highly informative, 
but not binding. Thus, if the PASC algorithm/flowchart indicates the need for a novel filovirus genus 
and/or species to a user analyzing a particular sequence, the user should follow the official pathway 
for ICTV classification starting with submission of an official taxonomic proposal (TaxoProp [23]). 
The user is recommended to engage with the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group as early as possible during 
that process. The Study Group and ICTV will evaluate all available data on a particular putative 
filovirus (e.g., host information, disease phenotype, biophysical properties of virions) and make their 
decisions accordingly. Phylogenetic results obtained with methods more sophisticated than PASC 
are always desired and may ultimately overrule PASC results. 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) PAirwise
Sequence Comparison (PASC) tool result after comparing 112 distinct near-complete, coding-complete
or complete filovirus genome sequences. Brown bars represent genome pairs assigned to (three)
different genera; yellow bars represent genome pairs assigned to (seven) separate species; and green
bars represent genome pairs assigned to the same species. BLAST: Basic Local Alignment Search Tool.
4. Discussion
Using the new filovirus taxon demarcation criteria established here using PASC, the earliest
discovered filovirus (Marburg virus; MARV) as the type virus for the family Filoviridae [4], the RefSeq
MARV genome sequence as the MARV type sequence, and the remaining filovirus RefSeq genome
sequences as additional anchor points, we created a filovirus classification decision matrix in form
of an algorithm/flowchart (Figure 2). Using the NCBI PASC tool and Figure 2, any user can now
quickly assess whether a novel filovirus sequence of interest represents a filovirus already classified
in one of the established filovirus taxa or whether establishment of a new taxon/new taxa may
be necessary. PASC requires at least near-complete or coding-complete genome input sequences.
Therefore, the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group decided that moving forward, at least a coding-complete
filovirus genome sequence will be minimally required for filovirus classification into novel filovirus
taxa. Partial filovirus-like nucleic acids, for instance, those recently discovered in Chinese bats [21,22],
may point towards the existence of novel filoviruses but will not suffice for official recognition of novel
filoviruses or establishment of novel filovirus taxa. The Study Group recommends that such sequences
be referred to as “filovirus-like sequences” and not as “filoviruses.” Likewise, a virus for which a
partial filovirus-like sequence information exists ought to be referred to as a “putative filovirus” until
at least coding-complete genome sequence information is available.
Importantly, PASC analysis followed by use of the algorithm/flowchart (Figure 2) alone does
not constitute official classification, and the Study Group sees PASC results as highly informative, but
not binding. Thus, if the PASC algorithm/flowchart indicates the need for a novel filovirus genus
and/or species to a user analyzing a particular sequence, the user should follow the official pathway
for ICTV classification starting with submission of an official taxonomic proposal (TaxoProp [23]). The
user is recommended to engage with the ICTV Filoviridae Study Group as early as possible during that
process. The Study Group and ICTV will evaluate all available data on a particular putative filovirus
(e.g., host information, disease phenotype, biophysical properties of virions) and make their decisions
accordingly. Phylogenetic results obtained with methods more sophisticated than PASC are always
desired and may ultimately overrule PASC results.
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Figure 2. Algorithm/flow chart for filovirus classification based on genomics sequence information 
(modified from [10]) and PASC-derived sequence demarcation criteria. A putative filovirus genome 
of interest is compared to the type filovirus RefSeq genome sequence (i.e., that of Marburg 
virus/H.sapiens-tc/KEN/1980/Mt. Elgon-Musoke [10]) and then sequentially moved through the 
process until its proper placement in a species is revealed. If the sequence comparison reveals the 
need for the creation of a novel genus and/or species, official taxonomic proposals ought to be 
submitted to the ICTV. 
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Figure 2. Algorithm/flow chart for filovirus classification based on genomics sequence information
(modified from [10]) and PASC-derived sequence demarcation criteria. A putative filovirus genome
of interest is compared to the type filovirus RefSeq genome sequence (i.e., that of Marburg
virus/H.sapiens-tc/KEN/1980/Mt. Elgon-Musoke [10]) and then sequentially moved through the
process until its proper placement in a species is revealed. If the sequence comparison reveals the need
for the creation of a novel genus and/or species, official taxonomic proposals ought to be submitted to
the ICTV.
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